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Gulf Ridge Council
Pack 415

KE4TIO  Alan Wentzell (Operator)

Amateur Call Signs Heard and Worked:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

States Contacted:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Countries Contacted:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Scouts Present:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Akela’s Present:

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
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Q Codes

The “Q” code was originally developed as a way of sending 
shorthand messages in Morse Code.  However, it is still used 
by operators for voice communications.  Some of those in 
common use are listed below:

QRA  What is your call sign?

QRM  I have interference (manmade).

QRN  I am receiving static (atmospheric noise).

QRT  I am closing station.

QRX  Please wait.

QRZ  Who is calling me?

QSB  Your signal is fading.

QSL  I acknowledge your contact.

QSO  Are you in contact with _____________________?

QSY  Change frequency to ________________________.

QTH  My location is ________________________________.
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Modes of Communication

Amateur radio operators generally use radio transmitters and receivers to communicate with each 
other. As you will discover in these pages there are many forms of communication although 
voice (also known as phone) is still the most widely used. Some of the other forms of 
transmission are Radioteletype (Rtty), Morse code (CW), television, and digital modes such as 
Packet, Pactor and PSK-31. A recent survey shows that phone is the most widely used with CW 
standing second.

Getting Licensed

To become a radio amateur you will need to get a license. Licensing requirements are different in 
every country with different rules, privileges, and classes of license.  Basically different levels of 
license gives different privileges on the ham bands. The more challenging the license 
requirements the more privileges that are granted and the more interesting and enjoyable ham 
radio becomes.

Definitions/History
Ham  "Ham: a poor operator. A 'plug.'"
That's the definition of the word given in G. M. Dodge's The Telegraph Instructor even before 
radio. The definition has never changed in wire telegraphy. The first wireless operators were 
landline telegraphers who left their offices to go to sea or to man the coastal stations. They 
brought with them their language and much of the tradition of their older profession.
In those early days, spark was king and every station occupied the same wavelength-or, more 
accurately perhaps, every station occupied the whole spectrum with its broad spark signal. 
Government stations, ships, coastal stations and the increasingly numerous amateur operators 
all competed for time and signal supremacy in each other's receivers. Many of the amateur 
stations were very powerful. Two amateurs, working each other across town, could effectively 
jam all the other operations in the area. When this happened, frustrated commercial operators 
would call the ship whose weaker signals had been blotted out by amateurs and say "SRI OM 
THOSE #&$!@ HAMS ARE JAMMING YOU."
Amateurs, possibly unfamiliar with the real meaning of the term, picked it up and applied it to 
themselves in true "Yankee Doodle" fashion and wore it with pride. As the years advanced, the 
original meaning has completely disappeared.

-
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The Q Code
The Q Code came into being internationally in 1912 to overcome the language problems 
involved in communications by radio among ships and shore stations of all countries. The 
original list of 50 adopted by international agreement in London contain many which are still 
familiar to amateur operators-QRN, QRM, QSO, the traffic operator's QRK, QSY and QRV - are 
now nearing the century mark of continuous usage. QSL still has the official 1912 definition 
despite the changed informal usages it is subjected to in amateur parlance.

CQ
The telegraph call CQ was born on the English Telegraph over a century ago as a signal 
meaning "All stations. A notification to all postal telegraph offices to receive the message." Like 
many other telegraph terms which originated on the landlines, CQ was brought over into radio 
and used as a general call to all ships by the Marconi Company. CQ was adopted in 1912, as 
the international general call or "attention" signal.  But why the letters CQ, it comes from the 
French, sécurité, (safety or, as intended here, pay attention) 

73
The traditional expression "73" goes right back to the beginning of the landline telegraph days. It 
is found in some of the earliest editions of the numerical codes.   It indicated that the end, or 
signature, was coming up. The first authentic use of 73 is in the publication The National 
Telegraph Review and Operators' Guide, first published in April 1857.  Now, 73 is a greeting, a 
friendly "word" between operators.

SOS
 The signal QRR came to be used to indicate that the calling station had railroad traffic related to 
some emergency.  One of the first distress calls was CQD, from the "general call" CQ and the 
letter D for "distress." (This was used by most english speaking countries.)
An International convention found SOE (used by Germany) acceptable (as an International 
standard) except that the final E could easily be lost.  The letter S was substituted, making it 
SOS. The convention decided that SOS should be sent as a single code character with a sound 
unlike any other character, thus arresting the attention of anyone hearing it. So was officially 
adopted, but CQD remained in use for some years, particularly aboard British ships.
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It wasn't until 1912, after the Titanic disaster, that SOS became universal and the use of CQD 
gradually disappeared. Titanic radio operator Jack Phillips sent both CQD and SOS to be sure 
that there couldn't possibly be any misunderstanding.

Mayday
Incidentally, another distress call is used by aircraft in trouble throughout the world. We have all 
heard the term "mayday" at some time. This, of course, has nothing to do with the first day in 
May. As it turns out, in French, the word "m'aidez" means "help me". Is it possible that American 
aviators in World War I picked this up from their French comrades and mispronounced it as the 
easily recognized "mayday, mayday"?

The International Code
Although Samuel F. B. Morse's code achieved nearly universal use on the landline telegraph 
systems of America, the Europeans never did like it. They felt that the "space" characters were 
likely to cause errors in receiving. (The letter "O," for example, was sent "dit dit" and the "I" was 
sent as in the now familiar International Code: "didit.") The Europeans developed a number of 
binary dot-dash codes to suit their own needs. The code in use on the wires of the Prussian 
Empire in 1852 bore a strong resemblance to the present International Code, but it used the 
American Morse numerals. Seven years later the "European Code" was formulated, using the 
Austro-Prussian alphabet and adapting the numerals we now use. This was adopted for use by 
all European countries and the name was changed in 1912 to "International Code," although it is 
also known, even today, as the "Continental Code."

Propagation
When you pick up a handheld transceiver and communicate on VHF or UHF across town or 
through a repeater you are generally transmitting line of sight. Not so however with HF 
transmission. When you are using 160m to 10m the signal reaches the earth's ionosphere and 
bounces back to earth to be received at a greater distance than line of sight.

The Ionosphere

The ionosphere is a layer in the Earth's atmosphere that lies in a range of 80 to 300 miles above 
the Earth's surface that reflects radio waves. As the sun shines on the ionosphere it changes 
composition and height which affects the propagation characteristics. In general signals below 30 
MHz bounce off this layer and return to Earth while signals above 30 MHz go through the layer 
into outer space. So watch what you say on 2 meters, someone on Alpha Centauri might be 
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listening. Signals below 30 MHz can also travel by ground wave and be received a short distance 
from the transmitter.

Daily Patterns

Radio signals that are bounced or refracted off the ionosphere are also affected by the time of day 
and season of the year. During the 24 hours cycle the ionosphere changes in height above the 
Earth and bounces some signals while absorbing others. During the day the higher frequencies 
(above 10Mhz) tend to propagate while lower frequencies are absorbed. At night the reverse 
happens. There are many exceptions to this but it is a good general guideline.

Seasonal Patterns

Seasons also affect propagation. Summertime in the northern hemisphere means that higher 
frequencies have better propagation while in the winter the lower frequencies improve. An 
interesting time of the year for propagation is when the seasons change from fall to winter and 
from winter to spring. This is often when the best DX can be found.  Because the seasonal 
change is occurring in both hemispheres but in the opposite direction DX from North American 
to Australia or southern Africa can be at its best.

The Sunspot Cycle

Another phenomenon that affects radio propagation is the 11 year sunspot cycle. A peak occurred 
during the year 2000 and the next peak will occur around 2011. A sunspot low occurs at the 
midpoint of this cycle. When the sunspots are at their maximum propagation is at its best. At this 
time the higher shortwave frequencies exhibit the best propagation extending to 6 meters which 
becomes quite popular during this time of the cycle. 10 meters can easily work stations 
worldwide with low power (even qrp) and a modest antenna.
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Sun Spots
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Aurora Borealis
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__    __ __ __   __ __ __ __ __    __ __   __ __ __ __ __
A Cub Scout Is Loyal

˙¯   ¯˙¯˙ ˙˙¯ ¯˙˙˙   ˙˙˙ ¯˙¯˙ ¯¯¯ ˙˙¯ ¯
˙˙ ˙˙˙   ˙¯˙˙ ¯¯¯ ¯˙¯¯ ˙¯ ˙¯˙˙

__ __ __ __    __ __ __
Pack 415

˙¯¯˙ ˙¯ ¯˙¯˙ ¯˙¯   ˙˙˙˙¯ ˙¯¯¯¯ ˙˙˙˙˙
__ __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Tigers  Wolves  Bears  Webelos

¯ ˙˙ ¯¯˙ ˙ ˙¯˙ ˙˙˙   ˙¯¯ ¯¯¯ ˙˙ ˙˙˙¯ ˙ ˙˙˙   ¯˙˙˙ ˙ ˙¯ ˙¯˙ ˙˙˙
˙¯¯ ˙ ¯˙˙˙ ˙ ˙¯˙˙ ¯¯¯ ˙˙˙
__ __    __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __

Do Your Best

¯˙˙ ¯¯¯   ¯˙¯¯ ¯¯¯ ˙˙¯ ˙¯˙   ¯˙˙˙ ˙ ˙˙˙ ¯
__ __ __ __   __ __ __   __ __ __   __ __   __ __ __   __ __ __ __

Obey The Law Of The Pack

¯¯¯ ¯˙˙˙ ˙ ¯˙¯¯   ¯ ˙˙˙˙ ˙   ˙¯˙˙ ˙¯ ˙¯¯   ¯¯¯ ˙˙¯˙
¯ ˙˙˙˙ ˙   ˙¯¯˙ ˙¯ ¯˙¯˙ ¯˙¯

__ __ __    __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Cub Scout Promise

¯˙¯˙ ˙˙¯ ¯˙˙˙   ˙˙˙ ¯˙¯˙ ¯¯¯ ˙˙¯ ¯
˙¯¯˙ ˙¯˙ ¯¯¯ ¯¯ ˙˙ ˙˙˙ ˙

__ __ __ __ __ __    __ __    __ __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __ __
Follow My Bobcat Trail

˙˙¯˙ ¯¯¯ ˙¯˙˙ ˙¯˙˙ ¯¯¯ ˙¯¯   ¯¯ ¯˙¯¯
¯˙˙˙ ¯¯¯ ¯˙˙˙ ¯˙¯˙ ˙¯ ¯   ¯ ˙¯˙ ˙¯ ˙˙ ˙¯˙˙

__ __   __ __

¯˙˙˙ ¯¯˙˙    ¯¯˙˙˙ ˙˙˙¯¯
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